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Summary .
‘

This report deals with an investigation carried out in the

Civil Engineering Laborato~y of the University of California, to

determine the accuracy of existing methods of computing stresses

in an airplane fuselage when subjected to torsion, and to derive

a simple approximate formula for the rapid calculation of these

stresses. The formula i6 derived by using the customary least

work equation and considering each bay separately. The errors due

to assumption in regard to members, sections, fittings, modulus

of elasticity, etc., are made compensating as far as possiblet

The assumption is made that the wooden members, i.e., the longer-

ons and struts may be neglected. It is further assumed that the

wires in both directions in the side trusses are equal in size

and length, that the wires in the top plane are the same size and

length as those in the bottom plane, and that the fuselage is sw

metrical.with respect to the longitudinal axis-

In comparison with experimental results, it is sho~ that ~fi~

derived formula gives more accurate results in this case than some.

existing standard formulas-

.
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Introduction.

The exact theoretical method of calculating the torsional

stresses in an airplane fuselage is extremely long and tedious,

and uncertain conditions, such as the variation in the nodulua of

elasticity, or variation in the cross-secti.o-nof the wire, Slip- .

ping of a fitting, and the influence of turnbuckles and fittings,

make the exact method of doubtful value. It seems, therefore,

that a simple approximate method of computing these stresses, tak-

i~~ in~ acco~nt, aslfar as possible, the various uncertainties,
I

which could be appli’edto the draughtmants layout, would be of

considerable practicpl value.

I

To accomplish &is end, tests were made on an airplane fuse-

lage, and various
4
thods of computing the stsesses were tried

I -_
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until one was found which was sufficiently simple, and gave s-uffi–

ciently atc~iate results, as compar~ with the experimental stresses,

A Ourtiss JN-4B fuselage, which was i-nexcellent condition,

was used for the test. The tail surfaces, landing gear, and fabric

were removed~ and the skeleton fuselage was wedged between the col-

umns of a five hundred thousand pound hydraulic compression testing

machine, as shorn in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The wedging was placed

around the bulkhead of the fuselage immedie.tely behind the rear

cockpit, lea,vingsix bays free for the test. The torsion was ap-

plied by means of a lever at the bulkhead which sup~rts the tai.l-

skid. This bulkhead, being braced with steel rod~ instead of the

usual light wire, may be aasumed rigid. The lever (Fig. 2) was

thirty inches long from the tail skid post to the weight pan sup-.

port ● Standard fifty pound weights were used for the load. The

torque was not applied at the redder post because the first bay was

not strong enough to transmit sufficient torque to appreciable
.

stress the wires in the sixth bay from the tail encl. To prevent ‘

the first bay from affecting the result=, the wires of that bay

were made slack, and the rudder post was pulled loose fzom the

10ngerons, leaving the longerons free at the ends.

TO be certain that there was no vertical deflection in the

fuselage due to -theload., a,nAmes I)i.al,reading ‘CO.001 of an inch

was used as shown in Fig. 2. The dial was screwed to a strut

dropped from the top of a doorway, and $he pin of the dial waa

attached by means of a stiff steel wire to the center of the rudder
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post. A sczew jack was,placed under the tail skid post to main-

tain the dial reading at zero.

The stresses in the fuselage were determined by means of cal-

ibrated wires. The strain in the wires was measured by two Berry

strain gages, equipped with Ames Dials. The gage length was eight

inches. One full division on the dials indicated a strain of .0002

of m inch. Suall cone-shaped holes were punched in tie wires

with specially hardened and ground

the gages. The gages were held in

around the wire and the instrument

Fig.3 and Fig. 4. The wires were

as shown in Fig. 3.

b The procedure was to take the

pinches, to fit the points of

place by strips of zubber wound

at the two points as shown in

calibrated by standard weights

strain in opposite wires simul-

taneously (Fig. 4). All wires ofthe top, bottom and sides which
*

Would not take a positive load were made perfectly slackc A read-

ing W.?Smde of each gage for each fifty pound weight added, and for ‘

each fifty pound weight removed-~ These readings were then plotted, “-

stress as a

each wire.

was applied

in the last

function of torque, and an average curve drawn for

Frequent check tests were made; and

and rerrrmedabout eighty-five times

runs checked within five percent of

the first runs (Fig. 8).

—

although the load

the’results obtained,..,

those obtained in

Every precaution was used to prevent the fittings from slip-

ping on the longerons. Howe~er, this could not he entirely avoided.

.A check was made of the amount of Glippage in,the worst cases by.
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gage, one leg on the fitting and the other

leg on the longeron. It was found that the movement of the fit-

ting due to slipping was negligible, and that the greatest error

was introduced by the fitting cutting into the longeronj and by

the compression of the bulkhead strut sockets. The strain in ev-,.

ery case was p~oportional to the applied torque, and the fittings

would return to their original positions.when the torque was re–

moved. This elastic condition was also not~d in measuring the

stresseB in the wires; the initial and final stresses in the wires

invariably checked within ten or fifteen pounds of each othex.

To dispose of irregularities due to the uovement of the fit-

tings, and other causes, curves were plotted (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10)

with pounds stress in each wire as a function of the mean cross

sectional area of the bay, this being one of the largest factors

influencing the torsional stresses. There being no abrupt varia-

tion in the dimensions of the bays and wires, the curve should be

smooth and should theoretically approach infinity as the area of

the cross section approaches zero.

As each wire contained two loops, a turnbuckle, and two lon-

geromfittings, a total length of eleven or twelve inches, there

was a question a,sto the propez length of solid wire to consider

in the calculations To obtain data on this question, a strain

gage was set with a gage length of the entire length of the wire,

from the upper longeron fitting to lower longeron fitting. BY

comparing this data to the data obtained on the solid portion of
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the wire, it was concluded that the strain in the combined length

of the loops, turnbuclcleand fittings was equivalent to

1.4 times the stra>n in an equal length of solid wire.

In order to determine the angle of twist, a thread

stretched (Fig. 5) parallel to the longitudinal axis of

1.1 to

was

the fuse-

lage at a horizontal distance of sixty-one inches in the plane of

the top panel of the fuselage. Levers which carried small cellu–

loid scales, set vertically at the outer ends, were then attached

to the top strut of each bulkhead. The levers were adjusted so

that the scales were held about one-sixteenth of an inch from the

thread. The movement of the scale relative to the thread divided

by the lever arm of sixty-one inches was taken as the angle in

, radians.

Comparison of Methods of @rnputing Torsional
&

Stresses in an Airplane FWelage.

In determining an approximate formula for calculating the

streGses, the solution of the problem by several methods was car–

ried out and the results compared with the experimental results.

Prominent among these methods were:

(a) The graphical solution.

(b) The analytic solution by statics.

(c) Pippard and Pritchard’s solution by the thearem of
least work.*

Both (a) and (b) contain the inherent errors due to the assump-

~ ‘rAeroplaneStructures,‘1by Pippard and Pritchard.
.- —
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rigidity found in methods of statics. The author has

carryihg out tests on airplane structures, that it is nec-

essary to deal with the structure, in most cases, as an elastic

body rather than a perfectly rigid one. The discrepancies may be

rore readily pointed out by referring to a specific

Take for instance, the solution by statics given by

Referring to Fig. 7,

solution-

Zahm and Crook*:

R~ = &2&Q . . . . . . . . . . . . (a)

P = :;d—a ,,. . ..=. .,. , ● (b)

Q
= R1b—. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (c)
21

General case; applied torque in plane of truss base.

Denote

by Rr, T1,

Denote

Tx, Ty, Tz;

Denote

Then,

stay gtresses by R, T, L, B, longeron stresses ~‘;

L1, B1.

stay direction cosines by Rx, Ry, ‘ZY :

Lx> ~y> Lz: BX7 By> BZ*

l-ongeroncosines by the same letters primed.

RYR i-R’yRt + TYT + T’yT1 + 2P = o

TZT + T’zTt +LZL+LTZL1 ‘2Q= 0

LYL + LTYL1 +ByB+Bt@’+2P=o

BZB + B’~B1 +RzR+~~zR1 +2Q= O

* National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Report 82.

c
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AlSO,

8

RXR

TXT

LXL

B~B

+ RfxR1

+ TlxTt

i- L~xLt

+ BIXB?

methodsolution of the problem by

other method, depends upon the determination of

this well as by

and Q.

as

1?

. .

any

Dividing equation (c) by equation (b):

P=—. .-- .
d . . . . . . . . (d)

Now if,the tress be zssurnedelastic, there will be a small

rotation of the bulkhead in the direction of the applied torque.

and tp

- (e)

~p be the horizontal mction in the direction ofIf

be

P,

the vertical motion in the direction of Q, then

kq : d

or

32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Divided by (d)

(f)

along

.P . . . . . . . .

the

Fxom Youngts undulus of elasticity:

x Eq

projections

in wlzich

of action of Q--theline
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Likewise
~ . z [+)px 5P

Substitute P and Q in (f):

or

Therefore, this method, with other methods of statics, will

hold only when the summation of the ratios of the cross–sectional

area times the modulus of elasticity to the length, of each member,

these quantities being projected,along the line of action of Q,
—

is equal to the summation of t.he”,ratios of quantities projected

along the”line of action of P. This condition is rarely, if ever,

obtained in the fuselage of an airplane. In the fuselage used in

this test, the wires in the sides weze nea~ly twice as large as

those used in the top and bottom. We should expect results ob-

tained by methods of

wires, and too large

actual case as shown

statics, then, to be too small for the side

for the top and bottom wires, which is the

by the dotted curves in Figs. 9 and 10.

Ardher method of dealing with the torsion problem is to con-

sider the four entire panels, top, bottom and the two sides as sep-

arate cantilever trusses, each truss taking a certain proportion
,

of the force due to the torque, as expressed by the equation:

in which ~ is the torque (Fig. 7).

,
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problem, again, is to find P and Q. With these quanti–

ties lmom, the assumption is that the stresses may he determined

for the entire panel,”taken as a cantilever truss, by the graphical

method. A very clever method of handling the problem fron this

standpoint, and considering the fuselage ae an elastic body, is

@VeIIby ~,fe6SrS. Pippard and Pritchard in thei~ book l~Aeroplane

Structures.1’ The following assumptions are made:

1.

vertical

2.

3*

A-.

The

The whole of

panel wires.

The bulkhead

the deformation is due to the horizontal and

bracing wtres may be neglected.

The cross-section of the fuselage is everywhere rectangular.

The curvatures of the longerons are negligible.

formulas derived are:

Q=

P=

in which
x=

K2L ??1
— and x = ~A

where tb.eload in a side ~ire

tom ~ire is kP.

Their description of the

Stress diao~arnshould be

bracing of the fuselage under

in the appro-priatedirection.

is KQ and the load in a top or bot-

application is:

drawn for the horizontal and vertical

consideration with a unit load applied

If the fuseI.ageis symmetrical, two
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... .

stress diagrams only are needed.

The load in the wires under this unit of loading is the value

Of K Or k.

The length of the wires L and 1, are scaled direct from the

frame diagram, and the areas A and a, are known from the sizes

of wires employed. X and x can now be ob’tined, and hence the

values of P and Q.

The.loads in the fuselage are obtained by multiplying the urii.t

loads obtained from the stress diagrams referred to above by the

values of P and Q thus found, so that a eecond set of strefisdia-

grams is unnecessary.

The results obtained by this method are plotted in Figs. 9

and 10.

Limitations of the Cantilever T~SS Method,
#

The above theory is open to two objections: First, the work

done by the v:oodenmembers has been neglected, ‘~hichapproximation

introduces errors which are of considerable magnitude in certain

members, as pointed out by pippard himself in a subsequent report

(R. and M. No. 736).

The theory, furthennoTe, is strictly applicable only when the

curvature of the longerons-is so slight as to be negligible. ThiS
.

condition seldom occurs in practice. It would be, therefore, ad-

vantageous if a theo~y could be devolved which would deal with

each bay separately.
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Points to Consider in Deriving a New Forrmla.

.It may be noted

tains four redundant

that each hay, considered as a free body, non-

members: two bulkhead wires and two side wires.

of

be

these fou~ members, experiment shows that the bul~ead mires may

neglected. The stress was measured in each of these wires, for

the fi’rebays, and in

rather that there was

bulltneadstruts. The

‘nocase was the stress fou-ndto increase, tit

a slight decrease due to the strain in the

variation in the lengths, modulus of elastic-

ity, and area of the c~oss-section of the wires, generally found ..——

in a fuselage, makes the solution by statics alone, impossible.

Considering these conditions, it was therefore concluded that

the purely analytical solution, considering each bay separately, .

would give more accurate zesults. However, analytical solutions

are often long and tedious, so an effort was made to develop a for-

rmla containing as few terms as

taken directly from the working

possible, and terms which could be

dzawing with a small chance of error.

.
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Derivation of the Formula.

The symbols usd are as follows:

Let Q =

p.

P=

s=

e=

a=

A=

~.

E=

Ew=

L=

1=

x=

Y=

z=

t=

b=

d=

c =

~.

Let the

T

.B

vertical forces due to torque, pounds.

horizontal forces

total

total

angle

angle

stress in a

stress in a

between the

of twist of

13

due to torque, pOUnd6.

wire, poundS.

wooden member, pounds.

wire and the bulkhead strut, degrees.

the fuselage, radians=

of side wires, sq=in.

of top and bottom wires, sqrin.

of steel wire, lb. per sq.in.

of the wooden members, lb./sq.inl

inches.

area of cross-section

area of cross-section

modulus of elasticity

modulus of elasticity

length of side wires,

length of top and bottom wires, inches-

longitudinal projection of members, inches”

transverse projection of members, inches”

vertical projection of members, inches-.

torque, pound inches.

width of bay, inches.

height of bay, inches.

length of bay, inches.

total work in one bay, inch poundsw

subscripts,

refer to top panel wire members.

refer to bottom panel wire members?
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L refer to

R refer to

% refer to

b refer to

1 refer to

r refer to

Thus:

left pqnel wire members.

right panel wire members.

the

the

the

the

top panel wooden members.

bottom panel wooden members.

left side panel wooden members.

right side panel wooden members.

PLR = Stresses in left and right

pT~ = stresSes in top and bottom

Assuming that each bay is a free body,

may be noted:

If

P~

pR

‘T

PB

panel wires.

panel wires.

the following relations

= Q,b+Pdor P= ~.... . . . . . . .

=JL--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

’30s.EiL

.-xL.___ . . . . .

Cos e~

Nf-Q~
=+ = d Cos 6T

P $ - Q.b=
cos 6B ‘d Cos eB

14

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

The tital work due to the strain is:

. .

. .

. .

In which the first term of the right-hand member of

.

.

the

1

2

3

4

5

I

equation

refers to the side wires; and the second tern refers to the top and
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bottom wires; and the last term refers to the wooden members+

may be noted that the wooden members of a fuselage are located

It

in

11

such positions that the strain in the wires is

changed by the strains in the wooden members.

Neglecting the wooden members, we have:

not materiall-y

“=p&+&y&++~””
L

. . . . . .

in II:Substituting equations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

g

[

L
1 [

+g~
1

+
COS28 AE ~ COS26 AZ ~

u=

The

.-
11

nimum.

.

work U, with respect to the force Q, must be

11

mi

Differentiating and setting equal to zero:

[

L

1COS2 9AE ~

or:

Q
..

.
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Since

and if

and if

EL =ER=ET=~=E

AL= AH= AandaT=~= a

the formula reduces to:

Q.

P may be found from equation (1)

p= ~....... .
a

.

.111

(1)

The formula for Q may be further simplified ‘oythe following

assumptions:

1. That the longest projection of a member in an orthographic

projection may be taken as the true length of the member- The for- .

mula for calculating the true length is:

L= XB2 + YB2 + ~z, (for the kattom wire).
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This assumption is equivalent to omitting the smallest term

under the radical, Take as an example, the case which,will give

the largest error in this problem, that of the bottom wire of bay

No. 2:

L= 212 -!-12.252 + 32

=/ 441 + 150,1 + 9
‘v

from which the true length is 24.5 inches and the length of the .

projection is 24.3 inches. The error is .82 per cent.

2. That b and d be taken at the middle of the bay, that

is, the average ‘u and d for the bay. The torque is equal at

both ends of the bay but opposite in direction= Recalling the

equation:

‘! = Qb+ Pd . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

It may be noted that the magnitudeof Q and P depend on

the ma~itudes of b and d. NOW at one end of each WY, b and

d are relatively smll and at the other end relatively large- TO

take the average b and d seems to be the logical assumption.

3. LL=LR=L, taken as the longer of the two, and

lT=lR=l, taken as the longer of the two. This assumption is —

experimentally justified. The Gtrain in a wire member, including

the turnbuckle, loops and fittings, was found to be slightly greater

than for an equal length of plain wire. There is an alternative to
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taking the average length, but

thereby, and the final results

18

another step in calculating is added

do not justify the added work.

4
T, That .ZL = ZR = d, and YT = yB = b. There is no error

in this assumption if the fuselage is symmetrical with respect to

the

or,

and

Iongituilinalaxis.

Equation 111 now reduces to

P =

since

*LR

and

‘TB

[

L3
d’A ‘* I+H===-I

$1” A

b(L3a+ 13A)””’””- “-”

(L3a+ 13A}”””-”*””-

Q

Cos e~~

. . . . . . . IV

. . . . . . . . v

= ;=!2 $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L

Substituting (a) in IV and (b)

~

[

13 A
‘LR = bd L3at 13A 1.

●

✎

. . .

. . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

*

.-..

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

. .

a

1)

VI

VII
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It may be noted that these formulae are

stants, a aridk, and ~; and the variables.

19

in terms of the con-

L, 1, b, and d, which

may be taken directly from the isometric drawing.

If the section is square,‘and a = A, VI and VII reduce to

the obvious formula:

$
Q=~=~”O.”.”M.H. VIII

Formulae VI and VII have been used to compute the stresses in

the wires of a Curtiss JN-4B fuselage when subjected to 9000 pound

inches of torsion at the bulkhead supporting the tail skid. The

wires were standard ti~ed aircraft wires, No. 12, for the top and.

bottom, and No. 10, for the sides. The area of the cross-section

of No. 12 wire is .00515 square inch, and the area of the cross–

section of No. 10 wize is .00~17 square inch.

The work may be simplified by the following method of tabula-

tion:

,
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Tabulation of the Solution of the Torque Equations:

20

Units = pounds and inches. .

L L3a b,d
t
T?erIn

and and in
1 13A’ bd bracket~

Bay Wire Stress
lb.

L,l

.0788

.0604
LR

2 TB
26.8
24.3

707
544

19,248 99.1 15.0

I

d458
14,348 117.1 12.3 ,542

216.2 ml

TLR
3 TB

LR
4 TB

31.6
30.0

.0557

.0387
502
348

.0435

.0305
392
27’4

35*3
33.4

43,986 I226.0 \ 22.2 # .426
37;259 304.1 21.0 .574

350.1. 466.5

40.2
37.3

333
2481LR5 TB

1

64,964 334.0 26.0 .445
51,895 424.0 23.2 “*555— —

758.0 603+5

.0370
,0275

.

I I I

33.453 I529.5 29.5 .456LR
6 TB 39.7

$3.7 .0325
.0247

292
22232:570 511.0 24.8 +544

940.5 732.0
I

See Figs. 6 and 7 for dimensions-

PLR= stress in left and right diagonal members of eachPounds
bay

Pounds

Length

Length

of a fuselage due to torsion.

stress in top and bottom members.

of side members, inches.

of top and bottom members,,inches.

,~B=

L ●

1

b Average width of bay in inches.

Average height of bay in inches.d

Cross-sectional area

Cross-sectional area

Pound inches torque.

of

of

the

top

side

and

members, square inches.

~ottom members,.sq.inches.

.
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Reference to the

Discussion of Results.

21

curves of the calculated stresses as compared

to the experimental stresses (Figs. 9 and 10), will show that the

two curves parallel each other

calculated values are slightly

curve may be brought closer to

ing b as the true horizontal

up to the first bay, and that the

higher in each case. The calculated

the experimental curve by consider-

pxojection of the top and bottom

wires, and d as the largest true vertical p~ojection of the side

members. The effect of the fittings may be considered @re defi-

nitely, but eacn of these considerations tend to mar the simplicity

of the ~pplication of the formulae. There is considerable consola-

tion, a160, in homing that the calculated values will undoubtedly

be on the safe side of the actual stresses.

The application of the formula to the last bay of the fuselage,

which ends in the rudder post, is the same as for any other bay,

b and d being taken at the middle of the bay; the top and bottom

wires being along t-neIongerons.

Angle of Twist-

The angle of twist for the five bays was found experimentally

to be three de~ees and twelve minutes for a torque of 750 pound

feet. This angle my be calculated by equating the work done

torsion to the summation of the work done in all the members,.

work done in torsibn is:’
a$

u= ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .=

in

The
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The work done by all the members is given by equation 1. The

angle of twist is, however, affected very greatly by any movement

of the fittings, which may be neglected in computing the stresses,

so that it rlaybe expected that the calculated a,nglewill be too

low a value.

Tests were also

Case of the Broken Wire.

made to deteriiinethe distribution of stresses

due to a broken wire. For instance, one of the side wires was re-

moved and the torque of 9000 pound inches was applied as in the —

previous tests. The opposite side wire took only 95 Wunds (bay 4) _

while the top wire took 445 pounds and the bottom wire 455 pounds. —

The bulkhead diagonal in this case took 140 pcunds. The load in

the side wire and the bulkhead diagonal was due to the stiffness of -

the Iongeron in taking the place of the removed Hire. It is obvi-

ous that the longeron would break before even a very SW.11 bulkhead

wire was stressed to the limit. It is quite pos~ible that the

presence of the bulkhead wires in this case weakens the structure

as a whole, as the absence of these wires would minimize the bending

in the longeron, and throw the entire strem due to torsion in the

top and bottom wires. The calculated stress in the top and bottom

wires, assuming that they take the entire torque, is 645 pounds each-
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Conclusions-

T-heconclusions which may be drawn from these experiments and

calculations are:

L. The bulkh~ad wires take rioload exccgt in the case of

broken or loose top, bottom or side wire.

2* The turnbuckle, loops and fittings on a fuselage ~ire —

may be taken as equal to a length of solid wire 1.2 or 1.3 tines

their combined length. ,

5. Stresses in an airplane fuselage due to torsion cannot be

computed by statics except in v~ry exceptional cases.

4. The cantilever method of solving the torsion

subject to considerable error due to the Irregularity

tween the heights and widths of bul=eads.

problem is

in ratio be–

5. Forradla,e71 anfiVII may be used to cou.putethe stzesses,

due to torsion, in a fuselage of rectan~wla,rcross-section, with

a reasonable degree of accuracy in ordinary cases. The metlnodap-

pears to be sufficiently accurate for preliminary calcuiatioils,

and may prove sufficiently accurate for final results.
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Comparison of calculated and experimental values of stresses.
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